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This Week 
I want to send some Class 4 love to those children who are needing to isolate at home. We can’t wait to 

have you back in class with us. 

Thank you for making the time this week to discuss your child’s progress. If you have any concerns you 
can always contact me at d.bateman@leacofe.lancs.sch.uk  

Huge congratulations to all the children this week. We carried out some assessments and you all gave 
your best and smashed it! I’m so proud of you. 

In English, we wrote our own chapter called ‘The Last Battle’. We sought to include the grammar foci 
from the last two weeks and include speech and a range of subordinate clause openers. In RE, we 

looked at the lives of John Newton and Terry Waite. We explored how Jesus brought light into their lives 
through the hymn ‘Amazing Grace’ and through being in darkness to try to replicate the conditions Terry 
Waite was held captive in. In Science, we investigated the magnetic properties of different objects and 
we then grouped them accordingly. In PE, we began creating a robotic sequence using Black Sabbath’s 

song ‘Iron Man’. In History, we investigated how Stone Age Britons created tools using fire and the 
smoothing of rocks – we did this using fondant icing and sand paper. 

 

Tearfund 10 laps for 10 miles 
Our sponsored walk around the running track will take place next week! 
We are going to walk around our running track 10 times which will represent 10 
miles that some need to walk to get fresh water. We will team up with Class 3 to 
carry a bucket of water around. Please be starting to bring in your sponsor forms 

and money. 

  

 Stars of the Week 
The CHRISTIAN VALUE award for JUSTICE goes to Jack. He always makes sure that every person in 

his group participates in the activity.  

The CURRICULUM award goes to Harry for shining incredible brightly in his assessments this week. 

 

Courageous Advocate 
This week, we learned about John Newton, the writer of the hymn ‘Amazing Grace’. 

How did he bring change to the institution of slavery in Britain? 

 

Behaviour 
Those children whose behaviour has been ‘Outstanding’ and ‘Over the Rainbow’ for 3 or more days this week are: 

Amelia, Elissa, Elliot, Emmanuel, Erin, Faye, Harry, Harvey, Isaac J, Isaac K, Isaac P, Jack, Jackson, 

Jessica, Kai, Kara, Katie, Kayla, Lola, Lucas, Lucy, Mia M, Mia W, Oliver, Olivia, Ruby, Ryan, Shae, 

Sienna, William 

Have a fun and safe weekend. See you Monday. 

Mr Bateman 
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